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INTRODUCTION

I n our home at White Cottage Farm, fall and winter are perhaps the ultimate cozy 

seasons, and the times when we gather with friends and family during these times 

are my favorite. These seasons can also become busy and stressful, so I’ve shared 

some additional tips to help you create your own beautiful cozy memories, whether it’s 

simply making a simmer- pot to fill your space with aromatic spices as you curl up on a 

quiet, chilly morning or opening your home and hosting a large gathering full of all your 

favorite friends and family. I’ve also included some of my seasonal checklists to help 

inspire you this season. (Don’t forget to fill out your own wish list in the back!)

However cozy speaks to you, may you and your loved ones create beautiful memories 

this season!

Happy Holidays from our home to yours,

Liz
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HOW TO SET YOUR TABLE 
FOR COMMUNITY01

I’d like to emphasize something 

we don’t discuss or capture often 

enough in our social media plat-

forms, and that is creating tables 

that are about community. After 

all, community is what brings 

everyone to the table in the first 

place.

Though I love inviting people 

into our cozy dining room to ide-

ally captivate them with beautiful 

sights and smells of the season, 

what I want most is to captivate 

them with the love and connection 

of authentic community. Whatever 

your style, whether it’s simple and 

classic or whimsical and charm-

ing, there are important things we 

can do to set the tone for the time 

around our tables. And whatever 

our individual styles are, hope-

fully our collective tone is one of 

warmth and welcome.
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HERE ARE SOME TIPS TO GET YOU STARTED:

One way to nurture the community table is to relocate any taller centerpiece 

items that may obstruct the view to other people or to side tables before you sit 

down to eat 

If you have a longer table, consider placing serving ware on one side of the table 

or at each end to create an environment conducive to conversation  Or you may 

want to set up the food buffet- style to salvage table space 

Don’t have a large table? Push some smaller tables together and cover with 

matching tablecloths for a uniform look  Fabric drop cloths are an affordable way 

to cover a large “table” with a neutral base 

Check with guests beforehand about food allergies or sensitivities  Work out a 

plan together so everyone has something they can safely enjoy 

We all want picture- worthy tablescapes, but if there’s anything I’ve learned in the 

last couple years, it’s that being together is what matters most. Welcoming people into 

our homes and lives and making them feel loved and cared for are the most important 

memories we can create for our communities.
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DIY BOOKCASE SHELVES
02

I love the look of built-in shelves and book-

cases. Not only do they add interest and 

dimension to any room, they’re incredibly 

practical for effective storage. 

The benefit of making your own 

shelves is that they can be customized 

to the exact size and dimensions of the 

entire space. You can choose bookcases 

with open shelving or doors; they may be 

stained wood or painted, or they may have 

detailed moldings or modern and mini-

malist lines—your options are endless! 

And if you have a sloped ceiling like we 

had, no problem. Simply work with a bot-

toms-up approach based on the following 

instructions and you’ll be surprised how 

easy it all comes together.

Here are a few steps, a list of some 

basic tools and materials, and diagrams 

to get you started!

What you’ll need:

Wood for sides and shelving, 

3/4- inch thick (birch, oak, maple, 

cherry, or poplar if you’re leaving 

the wood grain visible. If you’re 

going to paint it, you can also use 

plywood or reclaimed wood)

Tape measure

Paint or stain, along with brushes

Level

Wood screws (11/4- inch, 2-inch, and 

21/2- inch)

Saw

Optional: Veneer trim

Optional: 3/4 x 3/4 strips of plain 

square dowels
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      Instructions:

1. Measure the width and height of the space for your bookshelf. Also, determine how deep 

you’d like your shelves. The standard is 10 to 12 inches, though the beautiful thing about 

custom shelves is you can have narrower shelves for smaller or tight- to- fit spaces.

2. Based on the height of the space, determine shelf spacing. If working with a slope like 

we did, work from the bottom up. The standard space between shelves is anywhere 

from 8 to 12 inches, but you’ll also want to consider what items you’ll place on the 

shelves— and where— and then from there you’ll need to determine how many shelves 

you’ll need. Don’t forget to account for any oversized books or larger items you wish to 

display, and then add 1 to 2 inches to that height. You can also have variable heights if 

desired.

3. Measure the length of the wall to determine length of boards, then purchase enough 

wood for your project and cut boards to fit.

4. If you’re staining or painting your shelves, you might want to do this before installing 

and then touch up after, although you can also do this afterward if you prefer.
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5. Install the side of the bookcase against the wall using 21/2 - inch wood screws to attach 

the side to the stud of the wall. If you are filling the space between two walls, do this on 

both sides. If you are filling only part of a wall, or working around windows like we did, 

you’ll need to create an “open” side (or sides) to complete the bookcase. Inserting 2-inch 

wood screws at an angle, attach the open side to the back wall of the shelf space.

6. Measure the width of the vertical boards, which determines the depth of the bookcase, 

then cut pieces 3/4- inch thick to fit the depth of the bookcase. Or you can also purchase 

strips of 3/4- inch square dowels or square moulding. These pieces will be used as a 

horizontal bracket to attach to the vertical supports to hold the shelves in place.
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7. Once shelf height is determined from earlier, use a level for both balance and also 

as a straight edge to attach wooden bracket pieces from previous step onto the 

vertical supports using 1 1/4- inch wood screws. Once the bracket pieces are securely 

attached, install shelf board on top. You can screw shelves into place on bracket if 

desired, although this is not required. (Note: the weight of items being placed on the 

shelves may require thicker boards for shelves or an individual vertical board to be 

placed in the middle of shelves to prevent drooping.)

8. Repeat previous steps all the way up to the top of your shelf.
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HOW TO SLOW DOWN 
DURING THE HOLIDAYS03

As we approach the holidays, every 

year it seems there’s this pull from 

the world to be busy and to do all 

the things—from Christmas par-

ties to holiday concerts to hosting 

celebrations to bake sales to school 

functions to shopping to wrap-

ping to decorating and beyond. It’s 

all so wonderful, but sometimes 

it’s just too much on our plates to 

even enjoy the holidays with our 

families. Oftentimes, as we reach 

the end of the season, we wonder 

where the time went. And though 

we do make happy memories, they 

become clouded with the holiday 

hurry.

Wouldn’t it be nice to go into 

the season a little more prepared 

and armed with some tips and 

tricks to help you slow down and 

savor the season with your friends 

and family?
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1. It’s okay to say no to plans and proposals. We cannot do all the things and we 

should not be expected to. If you are anything like me, I struggle to say no to 

others in fear of offending, but when you really step back you realize we all

understand the need to slow down.

2. It’s ok to say yes to plans just as well as it is to say no. Let’s make it more of a 

priority to say yes to those who matter most to us. When our kids ask us to bake 

cookies with them, or when Grandma asks us to do a puzzle, or if our spouse asks 

us to watch a movie, let’s put the work down and say yes, absolutely yes, and 

make some memories!

3. Make “slow plans” with your loved ones and block time for them. Be intentional 

about the slow time you need during the holiday seasons, and mark that on your 

calendar so you’re sure to not give all your time away to being busy.

4. Don’t fall into the perfection trap— we’ve all done it, and we’ve also fallen into the 

comparison game that leaves us tired and anxious.
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MY FAVORITE ONLINE 
PLACES FOR ANTIQUES04

In addition, you can also shop small 

online! I’ve found this is another great way 

to support small businesses, even when 

shopping from home:

 u Anything Rustic 

(on Etsy)
 u The Maple House 

Collective
 u The Cotton Shed
 u St. Signora
 u Adored Vintage

Strolling through an antique store is one of my all- time favorite ways to spend an afternoon. 

However, sometimes I’m looking for something specific or I simply can’t get out to stores as 

much as I’d like. I’ve included a few lists of some of my go- to places to find antiques online

There are, of course, some big sites like:

 u eBay
 u Etsy

 u East End Salvage Ltd. Co.
 u Textile Trunk
 u French Fabric  

(on Etsy)
 u Old Cottonwood
 u Hart Mercantile
 u Mercantile 1858

What’s great about online shopping is you can do it from your own cozy corner! 

Happy holiday hunting!

 u 1stDibs
 u Facebook Marketplace

 u Garden House Vintage 

Market
 u Olde Tyme Marketplace
 u Warehouse 55
 u Dreamy Whites
 u Elsie Green
 u White & Faded
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SEASONS OF LIFE
05

It’s not just the earth’s seasons that change, but also the seasons of our lives ebb and flow 

from one to another. Sometimes we live through seasons of darkness and pain, others of 

joy and happiness. We have seasons of growth and seasons of rest and others where suf-

fering and celebrating coexist. I remember the many seasons and holidays I was mourning 

the loss of my babies to miscarriage. I wanted to wake up on Christmas to the sounds of 

squeals and the patter of feet racing to the tree, and I hated the silence that greeted me.
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Sometimes our seasons are not of deep pain, but of overwhelm and overwork. We’re 

tired and run-down, and we feel stuck in a rut. Whatever season you find yourself in— 

whether your life is overflowing with overwhelm, a bit lonely, or bursting with joy and 

opportunity— I hope some of these practices and ideas will help you make the most of 

your current season.

 u Control what you can control. When life feels uncertain or overwhelming, we 

must learn the practice of relinquishing what we can’t control and making good 

choices regarding what we can. Write a list of three things you can do today that 

will positively impact you and your people, and let your mind focus on those things.
 u Take a walk. It’s amazing what a walk can do for our physical and mental health.
 u Write a gratitude list. Each day jot down at least one thing you are grateful for.
 u Serve or surprise someone. Mail a greeting card, send someone flowers, or find a 

way to help others.

And finally, give yourself 

a moment. Allow yourself to 

receive grace. Remember that 

things will never be perfect here. 

Embrace your progress. Savor 

your people and gifts, and try 

do something today to make a 

happy memory for your current 

season.
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CITRUS GARLAND DIY AND 
TRANSITIONAL HOLIDAY DÉCOR06

I know many of us have traditions around 

how and when we decorate for the holidays. 

I love putting up my trees and decorations 

on the heels of Halloween, but many like to 

wait a bit longer or keep their Thanksgiving 

decorations decidedly fall- ish and put up 

Christmas afterward. I like having mine up 

early because it’s one less thing to do during 

the holiday rush, and it’s already done so I 

can enjoy the season. Another option is to 

do some transitional décor.

Dried oranges have become a new 

favorite of mine, and I think they look 

lovely for both fall and Christmas. You can 

use oranges or a variety of citrus to make 

wreaths, garlands, or other decorations. 

I love to string them with fresh or faux 

greens on mantels, tables, windows, or 

stairs. This is a fun, easy DIY that lends a 

fragrant and festive touch to your home.
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 u If you have a food dehydrator, simply 

slice your navel oranges about a 

quarter of an inch thick and follow 

the directions for fruit or citrus 

fruits.
 u You can also do this in the oven! See 

recipe on the following page.

 u And finally, enjoy decorating. You 

can use wire or twine to attach the 

dried citrus to wreaths and garlands. 

They’re lovely with greens, wooden 

beads, or on their own.
 u Bonus: you can even string these on 

your outdoor trees for both décor 

and treats for the wildlife.

Remember, there are no rules when it comes to how and when we decorate our homes. 

If you’d like to start adding Christmas a bit earlier this year but still want to have some 

touches of fall for Thanksgiving, I recommend simple greens, lit trees without ornaments, 

and lovely wreaths and strings of dried oranges.
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OV EN- DRY ING CITRUS

What you’ll need:

Baking sheets

Parchment paper

Citrus fruits (navel oranges, blood oranges, lemons, limes, grapefruit)

Instructions:
1. Preheat oven to 200 degrees.

2. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. If you don’t have parchment paper, 

you can also lightly coat the baking sheet with cooking spray to help avoid 

sticking.

3. Thinly slice the fruit. If you have a mandoline slicer, great. If not, do your best to 

make even, thin slices.

4. Place the slices onto the lined baking sheet, leaving about 1/4 to 1/2 inch 

between each slice.

5. Bake in the oven according to the times below:

Lemons (2–3 hours)

Limes (2–3 hours)

Blood Oranges (3–4 hours)

Cara Cara Oranges (3–4 hours)

Navel Oranges (3–4 hours)

Grapefruit (5+ hours)

6. Remove from oven and be sure they are completely dried to prevent molding.

7. When cooled, use to create holiday garlands or other festive decorations.
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CREATE COZY SCENTS 
WITH SIMMER POTS07

Do you know how memories are strongly 

associated with our sense of smell? I think 

it’s fascinating how one whiff of something 

can transport us to a different time and 

place in our lives, and that’s just one of the 

many reasons I love for our home to also 

smell cozy and delicious.

Here are a few of my favorite year- 

round seasonal simmer- pot recipes. Just 

add the ingredients to a pot of water and 

simmer on low on your stovetop. Be sure to 

keep an eye on it and turn off or add water 

as necessary.
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For a fragrant fall scent, try simmering the following:

u chai tea bags
u vanilla or almond extract
u cardamon pods

To fill your house with the scent of Christmas, use:

u cranberries
u rosemary sprigs
u pine sprigs

Simmer- pots aren’t just for fall and winter, by the way. My go- to fresh, spring mix is:

u lavender sprigs
u lemon peels
u vanilla beans or extract

And my summery citrus combo is:

u citrus peels (choose one or a variety)
u rosemary springs

Get creative with your favorite scents! Other favorite simmer- pot ingredients include:

u cinnamon sticks
u whole cloves
u star anise
u fresh ginger
u allspice berries
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GINGERBREAD HOUSE PARTY
08

I love looking forward to our Christmas 

traditions— and giving my son, Cope, these spe-

cial moments and memories too. A new favorite 

is making gingerbread houses. This can be as 

big or small as you have time for. What matters 

most is the shared time together.

Here are some ideas for a gingerbread 

house– making party:

 u Make it as simple or festive as you want; 

keep it to your immediate family or 

invite others for a larger gathering.
 u Will there be little ones? Look for one of 

the many gingerbread stories and read a 

picture book at the start of the party.
 u Make ahead your gingerbread house pieces, buy a kit, or use graham crackers to 

build tiny houses. Make or purchase your frosting ahead of time too.
 u Lay out a spread over your table or island— house structure pieces, bowls or tubes of 

frosting, assorted candies and chocolates, powdered sugar, and festive paper plates.

Turn on your favorite Christmas playlist, grab a steaming mug of hot cocoa, and dec-

orate some delicious treats. You can make a big house to enjoy as décor all season or tiny 

houses to munch on and enjoy with your cocoa. Happy decorating!
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WALL CHRISTMAS TREE DIY
09

Wall Christmas trees are fantastic options 

for smaller spaces. Whether you live in an 

apartment, condo, or townhome, or you 

simply have a little nook in your home 

you’d like to add a bit more Christmas 

spirit to, think of wall Christmas trees.

Wall Christmas trees are mounted to 

the wall and created from anything that 

can make a Christmas tree shape or sil-

houette. I have seen looks created from 

birch sticks and branches, finely cut pieces 

of pine, garlands, lights, ornaments, and 

even a tapestry with a painted tree on it.

You can use Command™ strips or 

hooks to easily mount the various pieces 

of your wall tree, or you can build a simple 

triangular wood frame that you decorate 

and then hang. The beauty of this is that 

it can be as big or small as you want it to 

be, and it’s an easy way to add some festive 

color and lights to small spaces.

Do you have little ones who love rear-

ranging ornaments? Get some green felt 

fabric and mount it to a wall at their level. 

Then cut out colorful felt ornaments. They 

can have their very own tactile and inter-

active Christmas tree to decorate and play 

with to their hearts’ content.

In my opinion, no corner or wall should 

be without Christmas.
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MAKE YOUR OWN 
SEASONAL CHECKLISTS10

If you know me, you know I 

love a good list. They’re such 

a great way to keep track of 

things I love, prioritize things 

I want to do, and keep records 

for future reference. If I’m 

feeling particularly busy, a list 

is a great way to feel grounded 

and simply have everything in 

front of me instead of running 

through my head.

So, a small gift to you, my 

friend, is a simple guide to help 

you with your own Christmas 

and winter checklists. Grab 

a cup of cocoa, put on your 

favorite holiday music or 

movie, and curl up with your 

list. You might also need to 

grab a notebook or journal for 

some of your longer lists; the 

spaces here are to help get you 

started.
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SEASONAL CHECKLISTS

 PEOPLE TO BUY GIFTS FOR
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GIFT SHOPPING LIST
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CHRISTMAS CARD LIST
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DECORATING TO- DO LIST
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HOLIDAY HOSTING

Party theme

Guests
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Menu

To- do
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CHRISTMAS BUCKET LIST
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WISH LIST

What about you? What do you want most, or what do you want to do most? Dream big!


